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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
The last 12 months have provided some positives and of course 
some ordeals. 

As in most organisations, covid stopped the free flow of attendance 
of a Tuesday at our Magpie Sports Office and our meetings were 
restricted.  This did create some inconvenience and maybe a slight 
decline in commitment but nevertheless many of the committee 
worked from home keeping members and devotees of the game, 

fully informed with stories and information through our website. 

Our treasurer, John Addison streamlined the programme we use to record the material 
that comes into our collection.  He has also completed other work which includes 
introducing new software that we use internally, rejigged the manner in which we 
display scanned football records and is forever a saviour when it comes to technical 
problems any one of us encounters with our computer work. 

Committee 
We saw the departure of Jenny Hancock last year.  It was 
Jenny’s choice and she has since moved further south in the 
Wollongong area and reports she is busy and enjoying her new 
environs. 

This opened the door for a new face on the committee but 
because we were one down, two were elected.  They are Terry Radecki and Michael 
Livingstone.  Terry is a Sydney local, while Michael lives around the Coffs Harbour area. 

Both have taken to their roles with enthusiasm and a willingness to work for the goals 
of the Society. 

The remainder of the Committee are as per the previous year and are keen to work and 
see the best for our organisation. 

Office Accommodation 
We happily remain located at Magpie Sports in Hampton Ave., Croydon Park which was 
formerly Western Suburbs Australian Football Club. 

We are again indebted to the club and in particular the board and staff of the 
Canterbury-Hurlstone Park RSL who now own the club business. 

There, we scan, index and categorise the material we receive and store these various 
items in acid-free archive boxes.  It is fair to report that the amount of material we 
continue to receive is steadily growing.   
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We have previously mentioned that we would appreciate a small expansion in our 
accommodation because the time is soon coming that we will have more material than 
we have space for. 

Football Records 
Many leagues or associations in NSW publish football records, a 
weekly match programme which is, or was, sold at games.  Many of 
the minor leagues published these during their finals. 

With the coming of the digital age, the hard copy versions for most 
competitions have disappeared and replaced by a half-hearted 

version which can be found on league websites.  Even the AFL Football Record which 
was the highest selling weekly sporting publication in Australia has reduced its output. 

The issue here with us is that printed football records, document history.  They 
normally provided the clubs, players’ names, club notes and in many instances, the 
happenings within the league itself.  Now that avenue for information is almost gone. 

Over the past number of years, we have been chasing up people in various leagues 
seeking these old publications and in many instances have been very successful. 

We have now scanned and placed on our website over 4000 copies of football records 
from many leagues around the state.  From Sydney alone, we have uploaded most of 
these publications from 1927-2016, when the hard copy version ceased.  We do not 
have the full range of copies for all of these years but estimate we hold about 1800 
issues.  During World War II, publication was restricted because of the lack of paper. 

These booklets at times make fascinating reading.  There are stories, player and club 
officials’ profiles, details of both club and representative matches, club colours are 
recorded along with their officials and umpires etc.  In several of the Sydney issues 
from the 1930s, the iconic Jim Phelan wrote articles about football in Sydney during 
the 1880s as well as prior to and leading up to World War 1.  He mentions many names 
of both players and officials. 

Numerous copies of these Sydney football records have been professionally bound, 
year by year.  Several duplicate issues of these have been donated to the State Library 
of NSW and we have asked other major libraries throughout Australia if they are also 
interested in our surplus copies. 

The state libraries of both NSW and Victoria have both accepted our offer of positioning 
a link to all these football records listed on our website, on their own websites. 
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Purchase of Phelan Medals 
Our eagle-eyed secretary, Paul, came across two Sydney Football Best and Fairest 
Medals, the Phelan Trophy from 1940 & 41 on an auction site in Adelaide last year.  
Both of these medals were won by Cliff Barnsley of the Sydney Club.  

Paul quickly advised the committee of his find, then it was agreed that we should go 
ahead with the purchase, subject to the price.  In addition, four of the committee each 
contributed $250 towards the acquisition.  It was then resolved that this contribution 
should entitle each of those contributing to a higher level of membership. 

The online auction duly went ahead however our bidding was continually pushed up by 
an unknown party.  The purchase price, which included commissions, amounted to 
slightly over $5000.00 

These items are now in storage within our collection and we are currently seeking 
some type of display cabinet in order to present these and other similar articles for 
show. 

Christmas Function With a Twist 
Normally we would hold a Christmas get together in 
December at the Magpie Sports Club where the 
committee and a few members would have lunch and 
discuss old stories. 

Last year we changed it to a pub styled interview 
presentation where Society member, Simon Kelly of 
Balmain FC fame, brilliantly interviewed two other 

members, both of whom had played three codes of football: Australian, Rugby Union 
and Rugby League on the SCG. 

They were Greg Harris and Ray Millington, ironically, both of whom played for the 
Eastern Suburbs/East Sydney Club, at different times. 

Entry was free and we had in excess of forty members and others attend. It was a good 
day and a number there spoke in glowing terms of the function and presentation.    

This year we intend to do the same and are already working on the interviewees. 

Articles on Our Website 
Again, Vice President, Rod Gillett has excelled in his contribution towards writing and 
encouraging others to submit stories on various aspects of the game within this state. 
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Neil Cordy, former Swans and Footscray player as well as a onetime journalist with the 
Daily Telegraph, was one of these contributors and his work was exceptional. Peter 
Clark is also another regular contributor with solid football essays. 

All these articles were linked to our Facebook site which provides a big viewing 
platform.  This then gave us a very wide audience and since the start of 2021 the site 
has received in excess of one thousand hits each month.  We have provided a graph 
later in this report to indicate its interest. 

Our 2022 Year to Date visits to our website at the time of compiling this report, 1 
March, was 173,462   which too is a lot of action on our site. 

Honours 
Honours last year were given in the form of an appreciation certificate 
to: 

• John Addison, the Society treasurer for his commitment
and work on our website and refashioning the
programme on which we record our collection;

• Rod Gillett for his work with the media in the preparation and
solicitation of stories and articles for our website;

• Terry Radecki, a new member of our committee who has accepted the
job of chasing up the names of NSW club officials, captains, coaches and
best and fairest winners right back to when a particular club was formed.
This is an exhausting job which will probably never be finalised, mainly
because thus far we have registered 473 current and former NSW clubs,
with many more to come.

These men have done a sterling job in their field and our gratitude goes out to them. 

Awards 
For the first year, through the agency of Rod Gillett, we established a 
series of recognition and monetary awards for clubs, individuals and 
Australian football organisations in NSW for: 

o The Harry Hedger History Publication Award - awarded for the
best literary historical work in NSW. This could take the form of a

league or club history or a biography of a prominent personality in the history of 
the game in NSW. It could be a book, website, podcast, blog or extended essay. 
The length of the work was required to be at least 5,000 words. 

Harry Hedger OBE, was one of the most influential figures in the game in Sydney in the late nineteenth and 
early part of the twentieth century both on and off the field. A player for the original Sydney club in 1880 who 
represented NSW in the first ever intercolonial game against Victoria in 1881. Hedger was pivotal to the 
resurrection of the game in Sydney in 1903 by convincing the VFL to play a premiership match for points at 
the SCG 
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o The Gus McKernan Award -  for the publication of an annual report or yearbook
by a club or league or an associated body such as a junior competition or an
umpires’ association etc.

The Society titled this after Gus McKernan was a long-serving committee member of the Society until his 
passing in 2018. He played for St George and Pennant Hills and also served both club’s committees but is best
remembered for his sterling work over four decades for the Pennant Hills Football Club where he remains a 
much-loved figure. 

An adjudication committee was established which selected the eventual winners: 

 Harry Hedger History Publication Award to Peter Clark for his: In the True
Sporting Spirit the history of the Rannock Football Club,

 Gus McKernan Best Annual Report/Yearbook to the Moore Park Junior Football
Club for their 2019 Yearbook and Pennant Hills Australian Football Club for
their 2020 edition of their yearbook.

Stan Powditch 
These days the name Stan Powditch would not be as familiar to football followers, 
certainly in Sydney, as it was years ago.  That’s him on the cover of this report. 

Stan was the son of early treasurer of the Newtown Club.  The family moved to Mascot 
where Stan attended the Gardiners Road Public School, which at the time was a nursery 
for Australian football in Sydney. 

He blossomed into an outstanding player, first with Association club Rosebery then 
South Sydney where he first won the league’s leading goalkicking award. 

He later crossed to St George where he topped the league goalkicking list on three more 
occasions and during this time represented the state on many occasions. 

Stan was an outstanding footballer and that photo on the the front cover shows him 
playing for NSW against Queensland playing on the SCG in the 1933 ANFC Carnival. 

Best of all, as far as we are concerned, Stan left a legacy.  One of his sons contacted us 
late last year indicating he had a box of printed material belonging to his deceased 
father and thought that it would be better in our hands rather than gathering dust in his 
garage. 

We collected this box and were astounded with what we found.  There is almost a 
complete set of Sydney Football Records from 1930-39, cuttings from many, many 
newspapers of the time, booklets, photographs and other items of sincere value to our 
organisation.  All this was laboriously sorted and filed into individual years by Stan, 
most of it marked and listed just waiting for the likes of us to discover this treasure 
trove of data.  We have called it the Stan Powditch Collection. 
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Club Records 
How many clubs or football organisations in NSW ever published annual reports?  Not 
many.  How many now produce these publications?  Even fewer. 

Little do football personnel around Australia realise that each year, the happenings, the 
accomplishments, the activities and the incidents in football are lost if they are not 
written down. 

As we have said, Football Records (weekly match programmes), in most parts of the 
state are no longer published.  Club newsletters are now normally part of a Facebook 
article, newspapers are declining generally and with all that waning, means less and 
less football stories.  So unless clubs have dedicated honour boards which are regularly 
updated or publish articles or newsletters – copies of which are saved, people will 
forget who did this, who kicked that winning goal, who won the second’s best and 
fairest three years ago. 

The recording of this takes a lot of research, time and pestering people, then listing all 
that information for all clubs in this state, both current and former, and this is a 
mammoth job.  Of course, it is a task that will never be finalised because there 
are/were, so many football clubs over the years.  However, we do have some annual 
reports, many football records and access to the National Library of Australia’s TROVE, 
which is an online repository of digitised Australian newspapers from 1809-1955, 
where we can and do derive much information. 

Besides this, many clubs do have honour boards in their clubrooms which summarises 
a lot of this information.  We are keen to acquire this data and formalise it on our online 
honour boards for the information of everyone. 

Newsletters 
Much has been promised but little has been delivered with our 
newsletters this year.  Information is not the problem; it is getting time 
to do it.  Our plan was to publish four newsletters per year and we 
managed just two for 2021.  Nonetheless we hope that the information 
contained in this publication “fills the bill” and keeps you up to date thus far. 

Registering NSW Clubs on our Database   
As mentioned, we have a list of 473 current and former clubs from across the state and 
we believe there are hundreds more that we have missed out on, dating back to the 
1880s. 

Committeeman, Michael Livingstone has accepted the job as facilitator of the club 
database which requires him to find as much information out about respective clubs in 
NSW and list it on their profile in the database. 
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This too is not an easy job and requires a lot of investigation, particularly for those 
clubs that have gone out of business or amalgamated. 

It is interesting the note that the Football History Society has resolved the following 
question:  When does a club lose its identity? 

In 1880 two football clubs were formed in Sydney.  The East Sydney Club and the 
Sydney clubs.   

In 1895 they both failed to reform but clubs bearing the same name were established 
when the game in Sydney was resurrected in 1903: Sydney (a new club) and East 
Sydney Club (a new club). 

In 1926 East Sydney combined with Paddington to form the Eastern Suburbs Club (a 
new club).  In about 1969 the Eastern Suburbs Club changed their name to East Sydney 
(same club) but in 2000 amalgamated with the University of NSW Club to form: UNSW- 
Eastern Suburbs Bulldogs (a new club). 

The same can be the situation with many other clubs in NSW including the famous 
Riverina club, Ganmain.  At first site, it would appear that the club had amalgamated 
with several others since 1982, with its title now, Ganmain-Grong Grong-Matong.  But 
the 1982  amalgamation saw Ganmian amalgamate with a club called Grong Grong-
Matong, these two centres (clubs) having merged years before in 1952.   Complicated, 
isn’t it? 

So unless these joint clubs evolved because of a takeover, when clubs amalgamate, a 
new club emerges, regardless of the colours or home ground.   

I can hear you, “Who cares?” …. We do. 

The Book 
Yes, it’s still with us, but at least we have taken the bold step of getting 
it professionally edited which is occurring right now. 

This publication has been in the pipeline for years.  It’s been changed, 
altered, upgraded whatever has been needed has been done.  We hope 
to have the finished product ready for sale within a few months. 

At least it now has a name: “A Living Hedge – Australian Football in Sydney, 1877-1895”.  We 
will explain that later. 
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Membership 
The membership level still hovers between 90 and 100.  Some fail to renew their 
membership whilst others join, so at least the number remains somewhat consistent.  
This figure however, is relatively low but it would be a situation reasonably common to 
organisations like ours. 

On the plus side we have had several members renew their membership by upgrading 
to either ‘Benefactor’ ($250) or ‘Fellow’ ($500) level.  Not only does this mean that the 
Society gains a more committed member, but the person no longer has to think about 
renewing.  Those levels are for life. 

In addition to this we have had another join the Society at the ‘Foundation’ level 
($1,000).  He is Alan Stewart, former president of the Penrith Club. 

Alan’s effort and all those who upgraded, are sincerely appreciated, so too are those 
who continue their membership with the Society.  We thank you. 

Social Media 
 Social media has taken on an ever-growing presence within our culture.  So 
a few years ago we were faced with either keeping just to our website or 
incorporating social media platforms within our communication system. 

Firstly, we embraced Facebook and later Twitter.  Mark Spooner managed our 
Facebook page which was eventually taken over by the executive.  Mark did a 
wonderful job and we appreciate his efforts. 

Twitter was just left there ‘twittering’ until recently when committee person, 
Michael Livingstone, volunteered to operate the programme for us. 

But it is Facebook that has extended out communication link to the world.  On the next 
page we are showing you a most recent (and regular) report we receive from Facebook 
on the activities on our FB site.  It shows a lot of activity and is very popular. 
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A recent look at at a report on our Facebook site: 

Publications 
Recently one of our benefactor members passed away and left us a considerable 
amount of literature which included quite a number of books on Australian Football 
generally.  Our dilemma is, what to do with these well kept publications, because the 
majority of them do not reflect on the game in this state. 

Then we had a brainwave.  We could have a book sale and include in the sale other 
printed matter that we have at our offices. 

We will keep you posted as to the date and contents of the sale, should it go ahead. 

Relationship with the SCG 
Vice President, Rod Gillett, opened discussions with the Sydney Cricket Ground when 
we recognised that 2021 represented the 140th anniversary when our code first used 
the facility. 

The first-ever football match, of any code played on the then (Cricket) Association 
Ground, renamed the Sydney Cricket Ground in 1894, was between Sydney and East 
Sydney on 18 June 1881.   Subsequently, the first-ever inter-colonial football of any 
code was played between Victoria and NSW on 6 August of the same year when Victoria 
comfortably beat the Blues (wearing a blue guernsey with scarlet caps and stockings), 9 
goals to 1 before a crowd of 5000. 

It was our intention to hold some type of a limited function at the cricket ground to 
mark the anniversary but covid interrupted this activity and everything was put 
off.  However discussions are continuing with the SCG and it is hoped that agreement 
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will be reached during 2022 for the unveiling of a plaque in the Sheridan Room to 
commemorate the code’s long history at and involvement with the ground. 

Since 1881 the SCG has played host to matches arranged by the NSW AFL, the VFL, the 
ANFC, and more recently, the AFL. 

NSW Hall of Fame 
This is another activity disrupted by covid. 

The AFL NSWACT were in full operational mode to hold a significant function at a high 
class venue in Sydney.  Many meetings and much work was afforded towards this 
project.  It was not only covid that caused the difficulty, quite a number of AFL 
NSWACT staff moved on and many of these were important links to the venture. 

Again, Rod Gillett has attempted to re-ignite interest in the programme, speaking to 
members of the organising committee and undertaking further research into possible 
candidates for the initial induction. 

We cannot do anything ourselves in relation to this project but encourage its 
implementation; we do not own it.  However, the AFL NSWACT has renewed their 
interest in the Hall of Fame, however it is somewhat restricted by a lack of funds plus a 
lack of manpower. 

Nevertheless it is still on our agenda. 

The Recording of State Games 
We continue to document NSW state games and match details.  We began with 1881 
NSW v Victoria and are currently up to 1964.  Two hundred and seventy-seven games 
have been recorded along with 2088 persons, including players, officials and umpires.  
When we get nearer the present time we will expand the persons database to include 
club and other officials. 

The information mentioned can been seen by opening “Databases” on the top line in 
our website: www.nswfootballhistory.com.au and select your option. 

AFL NSWACT 
The AFL NSWACT was severely affected by covid.  Employees were forced to work from 
home and staff numbers were reduced to a handful of people. 

Many of those with whom we collaborated have since left the organisation. 

Despite this, our relationship remains strong and we thank the league and their 
workforce for the co-operation and rapport we have with them. 

http://www.nswfootballhistory.com.au/
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We also convey our appreciation for the continued financial contribution they make to 
the Society each year. 

Help? 
Yes we can always do with some more help at the office of a Tuesday.  We really do need 
people who are computer literate but nevertheless there are other jobs that always 
need doing there, from cleaning up, indexing, sorting etc. 

So if you are free of a Tuesday between 10am – 3pm, let us know. 

Ian Granland OAM JP 
President 
NSW Australian Football History Society Inc 

NSW AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL HISTORY SOCIETY Inc - Officials 

YEAR PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER 
2011 Ian H Granland OAM Bill Carey Greg Stewart Ian Wright 
2012 Ian H Granland OAM Bill Carey Greg Stewart Ian Wright 
2013 Ian H Granland OAM Bill Carey Heather White Gus McKernan 
2014 Ian H Granland OAM Paul Macpherson Heather White Gus McKernan 
2015 Ian H Granland OAM Paul Macpherson Heather White Gus McKernan 
2016 Ian H Granland OAM Paul Macpherson Heather White John Addison 
2017 Ian H Granland OAM Paul Macpherson Heather White John Addison 
2018 Ian H Granland OAM Paul Macpherson Heather White John Addison 
2019 Ian H Granland OAM Dr Rodney Gillett Paul Macpherson John Addison 
2020 Ian H Granland OAM Dr Rodney Gillett Paul Macpherson John Addison 
2021 Ian H Granland OAM Dr Rodney Gillett Paul Macpherson John Addison 
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2021 NSW Australian Football History Society Inc. 

FINANCIAL REPORT – 1st January 2021 – 31 December 2021 

INCOME EXPENDITURE 
DESCRIPTION 2020 2021 2020 2021 

2020 Annual Report $292.20 
Acquisition (Book More of the Kangaroo. (QLD. AFL History) $72.00  

Acquisition# $5,020.60 
Crucial Paradigm (Web Site Host) $274.80 $274.80 
Dept. of Fair Trading Compliance Fees $47.19 $47.21 
Donations $25.00  

GRANT AFLNSWACT 2022 $5,000.00 
Grant AFLNSWACT 2021 $5,000.00 
Grant AFLNSWACT 2020 $5,000.00  

Ian Book $2,000.00 
IT Equipment $1,399.00  

2021 AGM Mailout $111.60 
Journal 2019 $820.46  

Journal 2020 $696.19  

Memberships $1,555.00 $1,645.12 
Annual Awards 2021 $960.00 $85.85 
Office $430.11 $358.62 
Office Equipment $200.00 $378.94 $327.36 
Optus Monthly Internet $589.90 $588.00 
RAHS Affiliation $119.00  

Sales Book $25.00 $40.00 
Sales Other $3.50 
Software $809.41 $659.67 
Web Site Maintenance $160.00 $1,500.00 $1,510.00 

TOTALS $6,605.00 $13,005.12 $7,137.00 $11,279.41 

2020 2021 
Surplus Income over Expenditure -$532.00 $1,725.71 

ASSETS 2020 2021 
Cash at Bank $10,544.73 12270.44 
Cash PayPal (Website Memberships) $84.61 1055.29 
Office furniture and shelving $1,200.00 1000 
Computer Equipment # $8,680.00 7000 
Storage Equipment $230.00 200 
Merchandise (other) $160.00 130 
Sundries $100.00 100 
TOTAL ASSETS $20,999.34 $21,755.73 

# - Bid on and won at auction: 1940 & 1941 Phelan Medals, 1911 Photograph South Sydney AFC. 
 We have a number of software packages that we use at the office: 
PaidMembershipsPro - This program administers our membership renewals and notifications. 
Adobe Acrobat - We use this program to edit and optimise pdf. files of football records. 
AppGini - This program allows us to create online databases which we use for Accessioning Historical Items    and 
another database for keeping track of our financials. 

   We purchased a further database program, WPData Access, as we strive to administer all our data in house.  
John Addison - Treasure 
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2021 Members 

NAME LEVEL NAME LEVEL 
John Acheson Benefactor Simon Kelly Benefactor 
Greg Adams Gold Peter Kingston Bronze 
John Addison Gold Peter Kilmister Silver 
Denis Aitken Gold Liz Lane Gold 
Bill Allan Gold Michael Livingstone Benefactor 
David Alpen Silver Violet Livingstone Gold 
Nick Angelos Gold Bob Ludlow Gold 
John Armstrong Gold Robbie Mackinlay Gold 
Laurie Axford Gold Paul Macpherson Benefactor 
Leon Berkelmans Gold *Kenneth MacRae Gold 
Ian Blackeby Gold *Edward Mahon Silver 
Raymond Brahe Gold Tom Mahon Gold 
Brendan Cann Gold Cliff Matson Gold 
Keith Claxton Benefactor Gavin McMahon Bronze 
Len Cargeeg Silver Paul McCook Bronze 
Barry Cheatley Gold Michael McCormack Gold 
Peter Clark Benefactor Harvey McRae Gold 
Richard Colless Gold James McSweeney Silver 
Greg Collins Silver Nick Miller Gold 
Neil Cordy Gold Ray Millington Silver 
Jim Curran Silver Bob Murphy Benefactor 
Braham Dabscheck Gold Ellis Noack Gold 
Robert Danby Gold Bryan O’Connor Gold 
Todd Dalton Gold #James O’Connor Benefactor 
Robert Davies Gold Ian Parker Gold 
*Barbara Dickin Gold Norm Pilbeam Silver 
*David Dighton Bronze David Pitts Silver 
Greg de Moore Gold Terry Radecki Bronze 
John Devaney Silver Trevor Rockliff Gold 
Barbara Dickin Gold Ian Parker Gold 
*Peter Dunn Bronze Chris Ryan Gold 
Iain Dunstan Benefactor *Michael Sharkey Silver 
*Andrew Endicott Club Kenneth Sims Gold 
Michael Fahey Silver Bill Skipper Gold 
Alan Fleming Gold John Smith Gold 
Geoff Gamble Gold John Snell Silver 
Glen Giffen Gold David Spence Benefactor 
Rodney Gillett Benefactor Ian Spiers Benefactor 
Geoff Glass Gold Mark Spooner Gold 
*Kathrine Goss Bronze Vicki Stanton Gold 
Ian Gordon Benefactor Alan Stewart Foundation 
Warwick Graco Gold *Phil Stoneman Bronze 
Ian Granland Fellow Bruce Stubley Gold 
David Green Silver Paul Taylor Gold 
Peter Hampshire Gold Bob Thomas Gold 
Jenny Hancock Gold Norm Taylor Bronze 
Roy Hay Gold Brian Tyler Gold 
Bruce Hill Gold Thomas Watts Gold 
Gary Hooker Gold Heather White Gold 
John Humphries Gold Miles Wilks Gold 
Bruce Hunter Gold Bob Wilton Benefactor 
Chris Huon Gold *Gary Wilton Bronze 
Jeanette Jackson Foundation Ian Wright Fellow 
Ron Jackson Foundation Thomas Watts Benefactor 
Mandy Keevil Silver 

*Membership Expired #deceased

Membership Levels 

Foundation Life Fellow Life Benefactor Life 
$1,000 $500 $250.00 

Gold 5 years Silver 3 years Bronze 1 year A club 1 year 
$40.00 $25.00 $10.00 $50.00 
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